The N = 2 <-1 rotational transition of the PH radical in its ground electronic (X 3 X~) and vibrational states has been measured with the Cologne terahertz spectrometer in the frequency region between 920 and 1070 GHz. The PH radical was generated by immersing red phosphorus in a dc glow discharge of molecular hydrogen buffered with argon. Transition frequencies of the five J' -J" fine structure components together with the associated hyperfine structure patterns were precisely measured and analyzed to derive highly accurate molecular parameters, which are more extensive than those reported in the existing literature. Among the determined parameters are the rotational constant Bo = 252200.8099(63) MHz and the centrifugal distortion constant D 0 = 13.2915(33) MHz, as well as two fine structure constants -the spin-rotation constant 70 and the spin-spin interaction constant Ao -together with their centrifugal distortion contributions D 10 and D\ 0 . Furthermore, each of the magnetic hyperfine parameters 6 F , c, and the nuclear spin-rotation constants C x were obtained for both nuclei. The accuracy of previously obtained molecular constants has been improved by up to one order of magnitude. This new set of molecular parameters allows highly reliable frequency predictions of the rotational spectrum extending into the far infrared region; such transition frequencies may be of interest for interstellar spectroscopy.
I. Introduction
Since the successful introduction of broad-band spectroscopy in the terahertz region at Cologne University [1] , it has been one of the major scientific pursuits of our laboratory to measure the rotational spectra of light hydrides with high resolution and with high accuracy. Among these light hydrides, the diatomic radicals assume a special role, both spectroscopically and astrophysically. Spectroscopically, the analysis of highly precise measurements reveals further insight into the coupling schemes of various angular momenta arising from the interaction between the rotational and the electronic motions of the molecular radical, known as Hund's coupling cases (a) -(e) [2] . Astrophysically, the diatomic hydrides occur as important intermediates in chemical reaction networks in interstellar clouds.
With high resolution broad-band spectroscopy in the terahertz region, we have previously studied among many other radicals the diatomic ones SH, SD [3, 4] , NH [5] and ND [6] . Here we turn our attention Reprint requests to Prof. G. Winnewisser; Fax: +49 221 470 5162, E-mail: winnewisser@phl.uni-koeln.de.
to PH, a fundamental species with spectral properties that have been studied in the laboratory in different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The electronic spectrum of the PH radical has long been studied and analyzed, and molecular parameters have been derived (see e. g. [7] ). For example, the analysis of the rotational structure of the A 3 77 z -X 3 Z" band system of PH and PD [8] yielded molecular constants for the two electronic states of both molecules.
The investigation of the pure rotational spectrum of PH was started in 1975 by Davies et al. [9] with the detection of the N = 5 <-4 rotational transition in both the electronic ground state and the a l A excited state. The technique employed was laser magnetic resonance spectroscopy (LMR). Uehara and Hakuta [10] subsequently extended these observations to the ro-vibrational transitions v = 1 0 of PD using a CO laser LMR spectrometer. With far-infrared LMR techniques, using six different laser lines between 570.6 and 164.6 Jim as radiation sources, Ohashi et al. [11] recorded a variety of low N rotational lines of PH and PD, and obtained molecular parameters for the two species. The resolution of their spectra was high enough to resolve the magnetic hyperfine splitting of the 31 P (7 = 1 /2) nucleus for the v = 0 and for the v = 1 state of PD, and, consequently, the hyperfine coupling 1) NJ=2 3 <-1 2 1002 GHz + v [MHz] Fig. 1. Recorded spectrum of the N,J = 2,3 <-1,2 rotational-fine structure transition of PH near 1 THz. The hyperfine splitting due to the contribution of the hydrogen nucleus is resolved. Although the inclusion of the phosphorus nucleus yields an additional doublet splitting, this is not resolved within the Doppler limit of our spectrometer. The line at 1002780 MHz is not identified, but is expected to arise from a more complex hydride P X H V (x, y = 1,2,...) which is simultaneously generated in the discharge cell.
constants pertaining to this nucleus were determined. For PH the magnetic splitting of the ^(7 = 1/2) nucleus could be resolved as well.
Goto and Saito [ 12] were the first to use millimeterwave techniques to measure the lowest rotational transitions of the PH and PD radicals. They employed a source-modulated solid state oscillator with subsequent frequency multipliers to send radiation through a glow-discharge free-space absorption cell. For PH, a total of twenty fine and hyperfine components of the N = \ 0 transition between 423 and 554 GHz were measured, whereas for PD two rotational transitions were studied -N = 1 <-0 and iV = 2 <-1 -with a total of 50 different components. For all three nuclei, P, H, and D, the magnetic hyperfine parameters were determined from a least-squares fitting to the observed spectral lines.
In addition to its spectroscopic significance, PH may be detectable in interstellar clouds. Two phosphorus bearing molecules, PN and CP, have been detected in the interstellar medium [13, 14] , but the important phosphorus hydrides, PH, PH2, and PH3 remain so far unidentified, although their rotational spectra are now known to a reasonable degree of accuracy. One reason for their non-detection is that most of their rotational transitions fall into frequency regions with strongly reduced atmospheric transmission, and these frequencies are therefore difficult to observe from ground-based observatories. For example, the N = \ 0 and N = 2 I transitions of PH fall in the 423 to 554 GHz and 920 to 1070 GHz regions, respectively. The lower frequency transition occurs in a region of significant atmospheric interference; the transmission around 490 GHz is only 40 %. For the upper frequency transition, the atmosphere is essentially opaque. Airborne and satellite measurements would be useful to detect the phosphorus hydrides in interstellar space. It is the purpose of the present paper to report extended frequency measurements of the N = 2 <-1 rotational transition of PH carried out with the Cologne terahertz spectrometer. Together with the precise measurements of Goto andSaito [12] , these new data yield a complete set of highly accurate molecular parameters from which very reliable frequency predictions result for the higher rotational transitions. These results are of interest for interstellar observations, so we discuss estimates of the interstellar abundance of PH.
II. Experimental
As the source of radiation, we used a backward wave oscillator (BWO) with a frequency range of 874 -1100 GHz supplied by the ISTOK Research and Production Company (Fryazino, near Moscow). The BWO was frequency stabilized by phase-locking its output to a local oscillator (KVARZ synthesizer), which uses a 5 MHz signal from a rubidium frequency standard as external reference. The absorption signal was detected with a liquid helium cooled, 2.5) are split further by the phosphorus nucleus into neighboring doublets, which experimentally are not observed. Here we emphasize that this interpretation of the observed splitting depends on the order of the coupling scheme of the nuclear spins as noted in the text. The observed splitting thus could equally well be interpreted as caused by the phosphorus nucleus. magnetically tuned InSb hot-electron bolometer. Further details of the terahertz spectrometer are described by Winnewisser [1] and Belov et al. [15] . The PH radical was produced in a dc discharge of hydrogen over red phosphorus. The optimum PH production parameters are 150 fibar pressure of hydrogen and a discharge current of 310 mA. In addition to PH spectral transitions, many additional lines are caused by a carrier or carriers with the chemical formula P x H y . The lines appear in second derivative form because of the 2u frequency modulation. The accuracy of most lines is estimated to range between 10 and 100 kHz. The quoted uncertainties for the measured transition frequencies reflect the partially unresolved hyperfine structure and not the experimental uncertainties, which for unblended lines are below 10 kHz. In the case of unstable species, which are produced in a dc discharge, the experimental uncertainty for resolved lines is about 50 -100 kHz.
Figure 1 depicts a section of the N, J = 2, 3 <-1,2 rotational-fine structure transition recorded near 1 THz. For this transition, the hyperfine structure is characterized by two hyperfine doublets with differing quantum numbers Fi + 1 F\; the angular momentum Fi arises from the coupling between J and the spin I\ of the hydrogen nucleus, 1 H. An additional splitting caused by the further coupling of F\ with the spin I of the phosphorus nucleus, 31 P, produces differ-ing values of the total quantum number F. Since the latter coupling effect is weaker, the splitting could not be resolved yet. An energy level diagram focusing on the N = 2 1 transition is depicted in Figure 2 .
III. Theory and Analysis
The electronic ground state of PH is of 3 Z~ symmetry, leading to a splitting of the rotational levels by fine structure effects. The Hamiltonian, H, describing the PH rotational-fine structure-hyperfine structure energy levels in the ground electronic state consists of three parts:
H = H rot + Hf s + 77 h fs,
(1) where the subscripts "rot", "fs", and" hfs" refer to the rigid-body rotation, the fine structure, and the hyperfine structure contributions, respectively. The fine structure is caused by the spin-rotation interaction, characterized by the parameter 7, and the spin-spin interaction, characterized by the parameter A. The spinspin interaction dominates; the parameter A amounts to 26 % of the rigid-body rotational parameter B itself. In the case of PH, the spin-rotation interaction has a negative sign and thus actually decreases the fine structure splitting. The hyperfine contribution in (1) is determined by both the 31 P nucleus and the 1 H nucleus, and represents the magnetic dipole interactions; i. e, the Fermi contact and the dipole-dipole terms, as well as the interaction of the nuclear spins with the rigid-body rotation of the molecule.
The Hamiltonian is evaluated in an extension of the Hund's case (bp s ) representation (Townes and Schawlow [16] ), in which the rigid-body angular momentum N and the electronic spin angular momentum S first couple together to form a resultant/, which then couples with the nuclear spin angular momentum I\ of the hydrogen, J H, which possesses a nuclear magnetic dipole moment of 2.7928456 (1) nuclear magnetons (IUPAC [17]) to form F\. The nuclear spin /1 couples closely to the quantization axis. The phosphorus nucleus, with a smaller magnetic dipole moment of 1.13160 (1) magnetons (IUPAC [17]), shows weaker coupling between its spin I and the quantization axis. Consequently, one would expect a significantly greater splitting from the hydrogen nucleus than from the phosphorus nucleus. It should be noted that this is not obvious from the sizes of the hyperfine constants in Table 2 . However, the magnetic hyperfine interactions bf, defined by Frosch and Foley [18] , result in a relation to both, the nuclear magnetic spin moment n\ -here given in nuclear magnetons /i^ -and the probability for the electron to be located at the nucleus: ' Thus the greater values for and c of the phosphorus nucleus are due to a higher probability of the two electrons to be located at 31 P than at 1 H. The complete coupling scheme is J =N + S,
We draw the attention to the choice on the order of coupling of the nuclear spins of the hydrogen and the phosphorus nuclei. The general rule we followed here, is that the nuclear spin with the stronger magnetic dipole moment -here the hydrogen (/j) -is taken to form F1, whereas the nuclear spin with the smaller moment -here the phosphorus (/) -is added to F1 in order to obtain F. Goto and Saito [ 12] decided for the other coupling scheme, i. e. F l =J + I x ( 31 P) and F = F x + I (*H). The reason for their coupling scheme could be that in the case of PH the stronger hyperfine coupling is due to the significantly higher probability of the electron's spin density around the phosphorus than around the hydrogen nucleus. However, for molecules with almost the same electronegativity -phosphorus and hydrogen have about the same value of 2.1 -the identification of the two nuclear spins with /1 and I is by no means uniquely defined.
Since H TOt represents the largest of the three contributions, the energy levels are ordered according to the rotational quantum number N. The fine structure, arising predominantly from the two electron spins interacting with each other, leads to a triplet structure, with levels characterized by quantum numbers J = N-\,J = N and J = N + \ . The coupling of the electron spin with the rigid-body rotation yields a relatively small contribution to the fine structure. We use the same matrix elements for H in the Hund's case (bp,) representation as described previously in Klisch et al. [19] , whereby, in addition, H^s here has to be extended for two nuclei: x { ^2(5+ 1)(25+ 1)
The spectral lines have been assigned and fitted to the Hamiltonian by a non-linear least squares procedure. In the fitting procedure, the observed frequencies were weighted proportionally to the inverse square of their experimental uncertainties. The frequencies of the unresolved hyperfine splittings were calculated as the weighted average of the individual hyperfine components due to their relative intensities.The observed frequencies v are listed in Table 1 along To the best of our knowledge, the permanent electric dipole moment p of PH has not been measured. To obtain a value for fi, we used the GAUSSIAN 94 program [20] . At the MP4/6-311G**-level of theory (fourth-order Moller-Plesset perturbation theory) with the experimentally obtained average bond distance (r) = 1.43283 A, the program yields the value p = 0.631 Debye. This value of the dipole moment has been used in the formula for the Einstein-A-coefficients.
The molecular parameters obtained from a global fitting procedure to our data and the lower frequency data of Goto and Saito [12] are listed in Table 2 . Inclusion of the newly measured N = 2 1 rotational transition required additional centrifugal correction terms characterized by the parameters D for the rotation, D\ for the spin-spin interaction, and D 7 for the spin-rotation interaction. The obtained rotational parameter B 0 is in good agreement with the value of Goto and Saito [12] , while the magnetic hyperfine parameters have been improved in precision by one order of magnitude. It should be noted that the different order of the coupling of the nuclear spins between Goto and Saito [12] and the present Paper does not affect the molecular parameters at all. The numbers in parentheses in Table  2 denote lcr uncertainties in units of the last digit before the parentheses. The 1 THz spectroscopy proves to be suited for hyperfine interaction of PH due to 31 P since for lower rotational states the splitting is rough about the same order of the 1 H. This is in connection with the electronegativity of the two atoms (« 2.1), which is almost identical. Only for higher rotational states, the different matrix elements for the two nuclear spins cause a rather uncoupling of I than for Ii because of the smaller nuclear magnetic moment Pi. This effect leads to a stronger collapse for the hyperfine components of the phosphorus than of the hydrogen atom. Therefore splittings caused by 31 P are difficult to observe in the IR region.
Predicted transition frequencies for unmeasured transitions along with Einstein-A-coefficients are of possible interest for astrophysicists. In Table 3 , we use the parameters in Table 2 to predict a variety of transition frequencies for PH ranging upwards from 1.44 to 5.96 THz. In addition to the transition frequencies, we list associated quantum numbers, Einstein-A-coefficients, and lower state energies. Four quantum numbers (N, J, F\, F) are listed for upper and lower states of the transitions excepts for those transitions which cannot be resolved, for which the F quantum number is unlisted. The uncertainties for the frequency predictions were calculated proportionally to the inverse square of the uncertainties of the molecular constants quoted in Table 2 and are less than 1 MHz.
IV. Interstellar Phosphorus Chemistry
The ion-molecule chemistry of phosphorus species in the gas phase of dense interstellar clouds starts from the atomic ion P + , which can react with a variety of moderately abundant gaseous species such as H 2 0, 0 2 , C0 2 , and NH 3 [21, 22] to form ions such as HPO + , PO + , H 2 PN + . These ionic species then produce neutral molecules via dissociative recombination reactions with electrons [23] . Although the processes have not yet been studied in the laboratory, it is likely that PH is produced via a number of dissociative recombination reactions involving HPO + , H 2 PN + , and other ions [24] . Once produced, PH is probably destroyed most rapidly via neutral-neutral reactions such as [25] PH + N -• PN + H.
According to the latest model results [25] , the fractional abundance of PH compared with the gas density is « 10 -11 , which, although low compared with most detected interstellar molecules, is large enough for detection given precisely known frequencies and dedicated observing runs. A complication arises from the fact that PN, an observed interstellar molecule with a fractional abundance of » IO" 11 -IO" 10 [13, 26] , is detected in regions of relatively high excitation near newly formed and forming stars rather than in the ambient low temperature interstellar medium. This may imply that high temperatures are needed for sufficient amounts of the element phosphorus to be driven off the surfaces of interstellar dust particles into the gas phase so as to initiate the reaction sequences discussed above.
